
Advanced multi-
level search

Faster and more powerful
search capabilities to allow
users to quickly locate and
access content.

Organise and
 Edit

Quickly navigate your
catalogue, edit and compare
content metadata in a side-
by-side view. Easily structure
your content by using drag &
drop.

 Streamline operations
over content

Edit the metadata of multiple
assets at the same time,
change their attributes or
publish them at once with a
single click by performing
batch and bulk operations for
updating and publishing
content.

Effective Team
Collaboration

Share searches and views
with other members of the
team or see what prior
audits have been performed
on assets and categories by
different stakeholders.

Vimond Media Solutions unveils the next
generation solution for media content
management within the Vimond VIA CMS.
Content Management workflows have been
overhauled with an emphasis on efficiency and
intuitiveness. The Vimond OTT platform has
been helping broadcasters and content
providers connect consumers to content since
the early days of streaming media.  

The release of Vimond VIA’s refreshed
content management capabilities combines
all the experiences of the Vimond years of
helping customers build world-class
entertainment services, with a modern and
robust cloud-native technology. 

Vimond VIA is more ready than ever to enable
organisations to ingest, manage and publish
more quality content so they can provide the
best possible watching experience to their
audiences. 

The improved Content Management
workflows help to drive efficiency in a world
where we are seeing vast increases of
content on an almost daily basis.

A closer look at Vimond's improved content
management workflows



Multiple Tab Viewing Options

Clean and simple tab views
allow the content editor to
manage, edit and publish
multiple assets and categories
concurrently. 

Editors also have the ability to
share views with other users
and review prior changes that
have been performed
on assets or categories.

Enhanced Search Capabilities

Enhanced search capabilities allow the user to search and access
content instantly. 

VIA now provides the ability to search across assets, categories, filter
view or custom metadata fields.

Multi-language across assets and
categories

Fully customizable, multi-language
support on individual metadata
sets. 

This provides editors with the
ability to populate multiple
languages to an asset or category
with a single click


